The Questions

The Work to be done
Experiment Documentation

✓ Is the documentation sufficient?

✓ Does it address what you need to be addressed?

✓ Is it available in your language?
Experiments

✔ Are the experiments easily usable?

✔ Which ones are missing?

✔ Mount (and document) …
  – … a cloud chamber for the lab
    (and package it for distribution)
What should be in the Teachers' Lab?
How should a future lab look like?

✓ The new µCosm …
✓ … a place for classroom activities?
✓ … a place to present experiments?
✓ … a place for …?
For whom should it be open?

- longer-term programmes?
- short-term programmes?
- day visits?
- teachers only?
- teachers with classes?
… and many, many more!

✔ What are YOUR questions?

✔ What are YOUR ideas?

✔ Would YOU want to run it?
See YOU at the WG!